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Securities and Exchange Commission

• The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) oversees securities
exchanges, securities brokers and dealers, investment advisors, and
mutual funds in an effort to promote fair dealing, the disclosure of
important market information, and to prevent fraud.

• The SEC divides its staff into five main divisions: the Division of
Corporate Finance, the Division of Investment Management, the
Division of Enforcement, the Division of Economic and Risk Analysis,
and the Division of Trading and Markets.

Securities and Exchange Commission

• SEC has the authority to investigate any companies that raise, or seek
to raise, capital from U.S. investors. This includes both registered and
unregistered public and private companies, broker‐dealers, municipal
advisors, investment advisers, investment companies, bankers, funds
and pools

• SEC investigations can be triggered in multiple ways, including during
the SEC's routine review of SEC reports and schedules, routine
inspections by FINRA of clearing houses and/or brokerage firms,
reports and tips from investors or whistleblowers, referrals from other
government agencies, news reports and the media.
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Securities and Exchange Commission

• When the SEC brings a successful enforcement action, the court or
the SEC may order a wrongdoer to disgorge (give up) the ill‐gotten
gains resulting from the illegal conduct. The disgorged funds may be
distributed to investors who were harmed by securities law
violations.

• In addition, the court or the SEC may impose a monetary penalty both
to punish the guilty party and to deter others from committing similar
misconduct. A monetary penalty may only be distributed to investors
if the court or the SEC orders that any penalty collected be placed in
what is called a “fair fund” for distribution to investors who were
harmed by the violation(s).

Securities and Exchange Commission 
Jurisdiction 
• Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act (Securities Act) makes it
“unlawful for any person . . . [t]o use or employ, in connection with
the purchase or sale of any security . . . any manipulative or deceptive
device or contrivance in contravention of such rules and regulations
as the [Securities and Exchange Commission] may prescribe. . . .”

• The Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) promulgated Rule 10b‐5,
which broadly prohibits any deceptive device or fraud “in connection
with the purchase or sale of any security.”

Securities and Exchange Commission 
Jurisdiction 
• In Securities and Exchange Commission v. Zandford, 535 U.S. 813, 2002, the US
Supreme Court interpreted the Section 10(b) coverage requirement that actions
must be in connection with the purchase or sale of a security. In Zandford, an
elderly client opened a joint account for the client and the client’s disabled
daughter. The broker promised to invest the account in a conservative manner.
The client gave the broker discretion to manage the account and provided the
broker a power of attorney to engage in securities transactions without receiving
prior consent. When the client died four years later, the account was depleted. A
routine government audit revealed that the broker had transferred money from
the client’s account to individual accounts in the broker’s name. The broker
argued that his actions involved the misappropriation of funds and therefore
were not in connection with the purchase or sale of a security. The Court
disagreed, finding that the sale of securities and breach of fiduciary duty
coincided and thus were “in connection” with the sale of securities and covered
by Section 10(b).
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Other Uninvited Guests 
• Each individual state has its own securities laws and rules. These state
statutes are commonly known as "Blue Sky" Laws. Although the specific
provisions of these laws vary among states, they all require the registration
of securities offerings, and registration of brokers and brokerage firm
unless there is a specific exemption. Each state has a regulatory agency
which administers the law, typically known as the State Securities
Commissioner.

• A State Attorney General has the right to file a complaint for breach of
fiduciary duty, or fraud.

• Class Action Lawsuits.

• Individual lawsuit by a beneficiary, beneficiary’s legal representative
including the personal representative of the beneficiary’s estate.

Class Action Lawsuits 
• The Securities Litigation Uniform Standards Act of 1998 (SLUSA) is a federal
law enacted by Congress to prohibit certain private securities class action
claims based on state law.

• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided Banks v. Northern Trust Corp., 929 F.
3d 1046 ‐ Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit, 2019, in which Banks, the trust
beneficiary, alleged that Northern Trust, in its capacity as trustee, invested
in poorly performing mutual funds that were affiliated with Northern Trust
rather than seeking to invest in better performing non‐affiliated funds.
Banks also alleged that Northern Trust charged excessive fees for internal
trust tax return preparation. Northern Trust argued that Securities
Litigation Uniform Standards Act (SLUSA) barred these claims.

Class Action Lawsuits 
• Banks argued that the materiality prerequisite for the “in connection” requirement did not exist because 
(1) as a mere beneficiary of an irrevocable trust, she had no ability to decide whether to purchase or sell 
securities for the trust; and (2) Northern Trust, rather than the trust beneficiaries, had control over the 
decision to purchase or sell securities for the trust. Given this fact, Banks argued that the fraudulent 
actions would only be material to the fraudster itself (i.e., Northern Trust) and class action certification 
was appropriate.

• The Ninth Circuit framed the case as an issue of first impression: “whether allegations concerning a 
trustee’s imprudent investments constitute activity ‘in connection with’ the purchase or sale of securities 
when those allegations are brought by the beneficiaries of an irrevocable trust.

• The Ninth Circuit held that SLUSA required the fraud to be material to the decision to buy or sell a security 
to meet the “in connection”, the fraud must be material to someone other than the fraudster to qualify as 
“in connection” with the purchase or sale of a covered security.  A Beneficiary of an irrevocable trust has 
no control over the trustee’s actions and cannot unilaterally direct the trustee with respect to 
investments. 

• The Ninth Circuit held that there was no fraud with respect to the trust beneficiary “in connection” with 
the “purchase or sale of a covered security” because Banks had no ability to direct or otherwise compel 
investment decisions.  Northern Trust was the only party with authority to trade based on the fraudulent 
activity, and because it was also the “fraudster,” therefore the SLUSA preemption did not apply.  The 
dismissal of the putative class action was reversed and the case was remanded for further proceedings.
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Entity Structure  

For Profit Entity

Marketing 

Charged Foundation.

Owned by two defendants  

Pooled Trust 1 Pooled Trust 2
Initial Investment Advisor & 

Distribution Director 

Foundation Trustee

501(c)(3)

Shell Corp‐ no employees

SEC Complaint Allegations 

• The Defendants – For profit entity, the two individual principals of the for profit entity, and the law firm
operated by the two defendants that provided services to the beneficiaries that joined the pool trust.

• The Defendants have misrepresented to potential trust beneficiaries that they would be joining a trust
managed by a non‐profit association under Section 1396p, and therefore would remain eligible for
Medicaid and SSI benefits. To the contrary, because the Defendants operated and managed the trusts
for their own profit, they created a situation where the trust funds could count as beneficiaries’
assets and jeopardize their Medicaid and SSI benefits.

• The Defendants have lied about the for‐profit operation and management of the trusts to
beneficiaries, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Social Security Administration (“SSA”), through
emails, firm brochures, marketing materials, trust documents and operating agreements, among other
documents.

• Defendants misled beneficiaries with respect to the investment of the pooled trusts’ assets. From 2015
to 2017, the Defendants did not tell beneficiaries they were investing their money in a certain class of
mutual fund that doubled the fees the Defendants told the beneficiaries they were paying.

SEC Complaint Allegations 

• Because the pooled trusts are not operated and managed by a non‐profit association, they do not
qualify for exemptions from registration available to charitable organizations under the
securities laws, and the Defendants have violated the registration requirements by offering and
selling investments in the trusts without registering the offerings with the Commission.

• In connection with the conduct alleged in this Complaint, the Defendants, directly and indirectly,
singly or in concert with others, have made use of the means or instrumentalities of interstate
commerce, the means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate
commerce, and of the mails.

• In addition, the defendants improperly diverted all trustee fees, which come directly from
beneficiaries’ accounts, to a for‐profit company managed by Defendants. These Defendants also
improperly used funds from deceased beneficiaries’ accounts to reimburse themselves for
employee salaries and other expenses, as well as to make donations to trial lawyers’ and other
organizations that violated their representations to the IRS and beneficiaries that they would only
use such funds to further the trusts’ mission to help the disabled.
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Complaint Allegation 
• As allowed under Section 1396p, the trusts pool investor funds together for investment
purposes. The success of the investments depends on the efforts of the Trustee and their
chosen investment advisers. Once they join the trusts and select an investment model
developed by the Defendants and their investment advisers, the beneficiaries have no
involvement in the investment of their funds.

• The Defendants also market the trusts in brochures as “getting more than just protection
of public benefits.” They promise beneficiaries advantages “including high quality
investment management services” and “better interest rates.” The Defendants also claim
the trusts are superior to other pooled trusts because “the sub‐accounts are actively
managed by professional money managers,” which “allows for a higher rate of return
than would be possible if funds were invested separately . . . The sub‐account funds, like
other investments . . . may lose value. There is no guarantee that the money will grow or
be secure.”

Complaint Alleges 
• The for profit Company – marketed pooled trusts‐ offered other financial 
products such as structured settlement annuities,

• The for profit company cross‐sells the services of an affiliated law firm to provide 
legal services to establish the pooled trust account including “all consultations 
and communications regarding the Trust.” 

• The for profit company, not the charitable foundation, hired the investment 
advisors. With the first investment advisor, almost all distributions decisions to 
the beneficiaries were made by the investment advisor. 

• With second investment advisor, for profit company, the for profit company made 
distributions to the beneficiaries and instructed the second investment advisor. 
has controlled.

• The principals of the for profit company intentionally deceived beneficiaries, IRS 
and the SSA that the Foundation Trustee was making all of these decisions.

• All fees and other profits were paid to for profit entity. 

Pooled Trust Investments

• Initial investment advisor invested the pooled account funds in a particular class of mutual fund
shares: Class C shares. Class C shares carry the highest of certain kinds of fees payable to broker‐
dealers to cover fund distribution and shareholder service expenses known as 12b‐1 Fees. These
recurring fees, which are included in a mutual fund’s total annual fund operating expenses, are
approximately one percent per year and are deducted from the mutual fund’s assets on an
ongoing basis. As a result, 12b‐1 Fees are paid by investors in Class C shares.

• The first investment advisor was earning roughly 1% from the funds by investing in Class C Shares.
The fee 1% fee is [embedded] into the expense of the funds. Thus, the Defendants only told the
beneficiaries they were paying a trustee fee of 1% and a $500 joinder fee – with no mention of
the additional 1% 12b‐1 fees. Nor did the Defendants provide beneficiaries with prospectuses for
the mutual funds or other fee or class‐specific disclosures.

• In effect, the beneficiaries were being charged a 2% annual fee, an initial joinder fee of $500, and
a $1,500 attorney fee charged by the law firm to complete the joinder agreement.
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Civil Penalties Requested by SEC

• Court enter orders: permanently restraining and enjoining the 
Defendants from violating these provisions of the federal securities 
laws;

• Disgorge all ill‐gotten gains, including prejudgment interest, resulting
from the acts or courses of conduct alleged in this Complaint.

• Issue an Order directing the Defendants to pay civil money penalties
pursuant to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77t(d),
Section 21(d) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78u(d), and Section
209(e) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80b‐9(e).

42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(4)(C)
• The focus of the SEC’s complaint is related to the structure of the entities involved in the 
administration of a pooled trust;

• Section 1917 of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(4)(C). 
• A trust containing the assets of an individual who is disabled (as defined in section
1382c(a)(3) of this title) that meets the following conditions:

• (i)The trust is established and managed by a non‐profit association.

• (ii)A separate account is maintained for each beneficiary of the trust, but, for purposes of
investment and management of funds, the trust pools these accounts.

• (iii)Accounts in the trust are established solely for the benefit of individuals who are disabled
(as defined in section 1382c(a)(3) of this title) by the parent, grandparent, or legal guardian of
such individuals, by such individuals, or by a court.

• (iv)To the extent that amounts remaining in the beneficiary’s account upon the death of the
beneficiary are not retained by the trust, the trust pays to the State from such remaining
amounts in the account an amount equal to the total amount of medical assistance paid on
behalf of the beneficiary under the State plan under this subchapter.

SEC Focus: POMS Requirements for
Pooled Trusts
• To retain eligibility for benefits under Section 1396p, the beneficiaries must place the assets they
receive in an irrevocable pooled trust established and managed by a non‐profit association. The
beneficiaries can then request from the trustee to use the assets for certain types of expenses
governed by the statute to supplement their Medicaid or SSI benefits.

• Section 1396p expressly permits the assets of such trusts to be pooled for investment purposes,
but the assets of each beneficiary must be held in a separate sub‐account to be distributed by the
trustee for the sole benefit of that beneficiary.

• Section 1396p refers indirectly to funds in a beneficiary’s subaccount being “retained by the
trust” upon the death of a beneficiary, but is silent on the circumstances under which a pooled
trust may retain those funds and the uses to which the trust may put those retained funds.
However, Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) specifies that non‐profits granted tax exempt
status must generally use their funds for charitable purposes or the express purposes for which
the entity was created.
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SEC Focus: POMS Requirements for
Pooled Trusts
• The SSA maintains a Program Operations Manual System (“POMS”) with policy statements, guidelines
for Section 1396p pooled trust operations, and interpretations of relevant laws. The POMS allows non‐
profit trustees to use the services of other entities to help manage the trusts. However, under the
POMS “[i]f a non‐profit association employs the services of a for‐profit entity, the non‐profit
association must maintain ultimate managerial control over the trust . . . [T]he use of a for‐profit
entity must always be subordinate to the non‐profit managers.”

• The POMS identifies various forms of authority “that must vest in the non‐profit association” (i.e.,
cannot be delegated), including determining the amount of the trust corpus to invest and making the
day‐to‐day decisions regarding the health and well‐being of pooled trust beneficiaries.

• Upon the beneficiary’s death, the trusts may retain the subaccount balance (“retained funds”)
depending on the requirements of state law, whether the beneficiaries have designated remainder
beneficiaries, and the language of the trust documents. Trusts that keep retained funds must use them
in keeping with the representations in trust documents and the legal obligations of special needs
pooled trusts and their trustees.

Does the Philanthropy Protection Act of 
1995 apply to Pooled Trusts? 

The SEC complaint stated: “Because the pooled trusts are not operated and
managed by a non‐profit association, they do not qualify for exemptions from
registration available to charitable organizations under the securities laws, and
the Defendants have violated the registration requirements by offering and selling
investments in the trusts without registering the offerings with the Commission.”

An investment fund maintained by a charitable organization for the collective
investment of certain assets of charitable organizations (Charitable Investment
Fund) that is organized and operated exclusively for religious, educational,
benevolent, fraternal, charitable, or reformatory purposes (Permitted Purposes)
generally is excluded from regulation under the Investment Company Act of 1940
(1940 Act) pursuant to Section 3(c)(10) of the 1940 Act.

The Philanthropy Protection Act of 1995

• Sec. 2(a) of the Philanthropy Protection Act exempts the pooled
income fund, a fund set aside as a reserve for charitable gift
annuities, common remainder trust or lead trust funds, and other
irrevocable charitable trust funds from Sec. 3(c)(10) of the Investment
Company Act of 1940.

• This means that the charitable funds are no longer "investment
companies" for purposes of the act. However, Subsection (e) of the
same statute requires that, in exchange for exemption, the fund shall
provide "to each donor to such fund, at the time of the donation or
within 90 days after the enactment of this sub‐section, whichever is
later, written information describing the ‘material terms’ of the
operation of such funds."
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The Philanthropy Protection Act of 1995

• The primary focus of the Act is directed to charitable organizations that
promote and manage pooled charitable funds received from contributions
made by individual donors. Examples of a pooled charitable account
include charitable lead trusts, charitable remainder trust and charitable gift
annuities.

• The charitable organization commingled the contributions received from
multiple donor transfers to the charitable organization. Each income
beneficiary of the fund receives a proportionate share of the income
earned by the fund each year. When a beneficiary's income interest
terminates (by the terms of the instrument by which it was created,
generally on the death of the income beneficiary), the remainder interest
in the property upon which the income interest was based is paid to (or
retained by) the charitable organization.

The Philanthropy Protection Act of 1995
• First, it is important to understand the circumstances in which the act
applies and the circumstances in which it does not apply.

• The Act does not apply to a private trustee, but applies only to
charitable trustees. Furthermore, it applies to charitable trustees only
when they are pooling or commingling funds from the various trusts.

• The "collective investment and reinvestment" requirement seems to
exclude a charitable trust maintained by a charity as trustee in which
the investments are all separate from the other trusts and funds
maintained by that same charity.

Material Facts Disclosure
“Material facts" disclosure is not clearly specified by the statute. While there is no specific mandated form for this information a disclosure

should enable the person joining the pool to understand the nature, quality and risk of the various investments

What then are examples of "material terms?"  

The organizational structure of the pooled trust, how (and who) to contact with questions, investment advisor, or  other entity 
involved;

An itemization of the fees charged by the organization, how the fees are calculated, when fees are paid, and who  is being paid 
fees;

How are earnings of the pool are allocated to each subaccount;

The general nature of the investments, portfolio options, or how the investment allocation is determined; 

Reference the investment advisor’s ADV and fee; 

How are earnings from the pooled trust allocated to each subaccount;

The methods for reporting the investments to the beneficiary, investment management fees any other information relating to 
who is investing and how the investments are made; and

Reference the Master Trust Document; 

Recommend that the beneficiary receive advice from a person who can give you counsel regarding the risks, taxation and 
distributions from this trust. We offer this information solely for educational purposes and emphasize that we are not giving tax, 
legal or other professional counsel. For such information, you should contact your qualified professional advisor.

The pooled trust is exempt from federal securities laws.
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Next Steps
• This case should be a wake up call for every pooled trust. Is this an isolated case due to bad behavior or the
beginning of additional scrutiny to all pooled trusts by the SEC?

• Other than this complaint, there is no case law or other sources of information to rely upon to protect
against a SEC complaint. Does the Philanthropy Protection Act of 1995 even apply to Pooled Trusts?

• Paragraph 9 of the complaint states: “Because the trusts are not operated and managed by a non‐profit
association, they do not qualify for exemptions from registration available to charitable organizations under
the securities laws, and the Defendants have violated the registration requirements by offering and selling
investments in the trusts without registering the offerings with the Commission.”

• Paragraph 44 of complaint states: “No registration statement has been in effect for the pooled trusts during
the time of the events set forth in this Complaint. Furthermore, no exemptions from registration are
available, including exemptions for charitable organizations under the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, the
Advisers Act, and the Investment Company Act.”

• A complaint against a pooled trust can come from multiple sources, such as trust beneficiary, family
members, (x)employees, and state regulators.

• Each pooled trust should request a review by a qualified attorney to advise them on the application of
security regulations.

• More uncertainty regarding the application of securities laws if the charitable organization is serving as a
trustee of a private trust, or provides low asset pooled trust accounts.

Due Diligence Review 
• Review charitable purposes as set out in the 501(c)(3) application. Are
retained funds used for that purpose?
• Does Charitable Organization prohibit arrangements with “related entities.”
Do you follow that policy?
• Review trust investments. Understand fund fees and fees paid to
investment advisor. Are the fees accurately disclosed?
• Does the Master Trust Agreement allow the delegation of investment
management to an outside investment advisor?
• If Trustee services are delegated, are all distribution decisions for the
beneficiaries made by the Pooled Trust?
• Does your organization structure follow the requirements of the POMS?
• Does your pooled trust follow the terms of the master trust document
requiring all distribution decision be made by the pooled trust;

Due Diligence Review 

• Are total fees charged to beneficiaries accurately disclosed?

• Are the fees being charged the same as described in your marketing
materials?

• Does your marketing material contain any references investment
advisor’s superior investment returns, or statements regarding the
investment advisor’s experience in managing pooled trust accounts,
thus to achieve superior investment returns if the funds were
invested separately?
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